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PROFILE: Energetic, creative and experienced surface mount Equipment Operations Engineer proficient in 
Assembleon PPS / AMS programming and machine calibration and oven profiling using Super Mole. 
Demonstrated, expertise trouble-shooting complex problems, performing demonstrations with sales 
professionals and establishing/maintaining professional relationships. 
 

EXPERIENCE & ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 

Conelec  of  Florida, LLC. Sanford Florida     july-2007 – Present 
Manufacturing Engineer 

 Ensured minimum downtime on 8 surface mount machines comprising four assembly lines using 
experience and creative troubleshooting to repair. 

 Reduced expensive repairs by performing regularly scheduled maintenance procedures recommended 
by manufacturer.  

 Created database to manage maintenance records to keep ISO compliant.  
 Created and implemented new programs using Cad to Cad, Assembleon PPS and AMS.  
 Maximized use of current programs by creating a lookup database, resulting in quicker time to 

production on new part numbers. 
 Managed programs and related documentation for over 1000 Bills of Materials. 
 Supervised a team of SMT operators 
 Using GC-PLACE to get Centroid Data and Stencil design 

 Assisted sales team by meeting with prospects, performing on-site evaluations, and making product and 
solution recommendations. 

 Created Process for SMT department, from raw Gerber, BOM, and assisted Customer Engineer to 
penalize new PCBs. 

 Ordering and maintenance Solder paste, Stencils. 
 Calibration all SMT equipments such as TOPAZ, TOPAZ-X, TOPAZ-XII, OPAL-XII, DEK VERIZON 03/03i, BTU, 

ELECTROVERT, BTU-XM. 

June 2004- july-2007  Senior SMT Technician       
   Reptron Manufacturing Service Tampa, Florida 

 Operated surface mount electronics component placement machines including: set-up, feeder 
loading, program selection, machine programming, performance monitoring, fault clearing 

 
o DEK265, MPM screen printer. 
o Siemens Siplace 80S15 and 80F3, Universal HSP, GSM and ADVANTIS. 
o Speed Line Technology Electrovert OmniFlow 7 Reflow Ovens 

  

 Responsible for quality inspection of in-process circuit boards ensuring compliance with 
IPC-610C workmanship standards or customer requirements. 

 Suggests and implements cost savings across product line. 

 Training operators on machine set-up and perform product requirements. 



Mar 2002- Sep 2003  Senior SMT Operator       
  Employment Trend Beaverton, Oregon 97007 

 Down load program for Universal Pick and place machine. 

 Minor adjustment and Optimize program.  

 Set up and operated DEK -265 PRINTER. 

 Set up and operated UNIVERSAL Pick and Place machine such as HSP, GSM 

 Set up and operated ELECTROVERT OVEN 
 

Mar 2000 - Mar 2002  SMT Process Technician       
  Viasystems Portland Inc., Beaverton, Oregon 97005 

 

 Created programs for Philips Pick and Place (Topaz, Sapphire, and Emeralds X), Fuji CP3 chip 
shooter, SPM & MPM Printer, Heller & BTU ovens. 

 Created and debugged online/offline programs for new product introductions. 

 Responsible for training new employees and performing maintenance on SMT area equipment. 

 Developed and maintained labor and downtime log for monthly progress reports. 

 Implemented quality and performance improvements throughout SMT area. 

 Responsible for analyzing metrology data to predict impending failure and taking preventive or 
corrective actions based on results. 

 Assisted in the design and manufacturing of fixtures, stencils, and other assembly aids. 

 Responsible for troubleshooting both mechanical and electrical problems. 

 Developed and maintained spare parts and supply inventories.   
 

Mar 1999 - Feb 2000  SMT Process Technician        
 LMC West, Wilsonville, Oregon 97070  

  

 Created programs for Siemens HS-180 and SP-120 pick and place machines.  

 Operated DEK 249, DEK-265, DEK-265Lt, Siemens SP-120, HS-180, Siplace 80F/S, Philips 
Sapphire, Comet, Orion, Eclipse I and II, Electrovert ATMOS 2000CR, and Intraflow 500 SMT 
machines.   

 Performed maintenance and repair of various SMT equipment.   

 Created programs and profiles for new product processes. 

 Soldering,manual lead bending and electronic assembly,wave solder for thru hole part. 
 

Feb 1998 - Feb 1999  SMT Process Technician 
  APTA (Advance Packaging Technology of America) San Diego, California 

92121 
  

 Created programs for Siemens pick and place machines. 

 Responsible for setup and operation of SMT equipment, solder printer ovens and Aqua Wash 
tools.  

 Performed maintenance and repair of various SMT equipment.   

 Responsible for designing processes for new products.  

 Designed and built a prototype for a sealed ring ball bearing for ceramic BGA.  

 Responsible for training new employees.  



 Responsible for maintaining paperwork and database for quality control charts.   

 Placed die (IC’s) and components for epoxy adhesion for wire bonding.    

 Made silkscreen profiles for PCB solder traces.   

 Utilized CAD software and hardware for creating new process designs. 

 Fine pitch-soldering, setting up wave solder for machine operator. 
 
   Feb 1990 - Feb 1998 SMT Process Technician      

 Pacific Microelectronics Corp., Portland OR 97223 
 

 Created programs for the Siemens and Mewtec SMT machines.   

 Responsible for setting up and operating SMT machines.   

 Operated solder printers, IR ovens and Aqua Wash PCB bath.   

 Responsible for machine maintenance of various equipment.   

 Trained team members in diverse areas to increase overall production output.   

 Utilized microscopes to inspect completed PCBs for quality control.   

 Responsible for repairing all fine pitch component equipment including: PLCC, SO, SOW, IC, and 
BGA.  

 Improved process for SMT and hand assembly.    

 Placed die (IC’s) and components for epoxy adhesion for wire bonding.   

 Soldering fine pitch component under microscope and proto type new product. 

Education:    

1986-1987 Grand Rapids Tech Center 
 Grand Rapids, Michigan 
 Specializing in electronics.  
 
1988   Alloy Computers Inc.  

Grand Rapids, Michigan 
3-month internship (OJT) 

 
1995 Siemens Industrial Automation Inc.  

Portland, Oregon 
Programming and maintenance for Siemens HS-180 & SP120 
                                                                                                                        

2000   Philips Pick and Place Gem 
Portland, Oregon 
Programming and Maintenance Philips equipment: Topaz, Sapphire, and 
Emeralds X. 

 
References:   Available upon request.     
 


